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NOTICE: SUBMISSION OF BIDS
TO HOST THE 2008 CONFERENCE
OF THE
INTERNATIONAL PLANNI NG HISTORY SOCIETY
www.planninghistory.org
Introduction
1.0
The biennial international conferences of the
International Planning History Society (lPHS) are its
flagship event. The 2008 conference will be the thirteenth
international conference on planning history and the
eighth in the regular biennial conference series since the
Planning History Group was reconstituted into the IPHS
in 1993. The recent programme has seen conferences in
Hong Kong ( 1994), Thcssaloniki (1996), Sydney ( 1998),
He lsinki (2000), London/ Letchworth (2002), and
Barcelona (2004). New Delhi wi ll host the 2006
Conference. All the conferences have been successful in
drawing 200-300 delegates from around the world. The
IPHS is looking to continue this tradition of inclusive,
enjoyable and stimulating gatherings. Bids are now
invited to host the 2008 conference. Bids will comprise in
the first instance a brief but substantive ' Expression of
Interest' (EO I). One or more short-listed bids will then be
invited to submit a more detailed proposal.
Two s tage bidding process
2.0
This new two-s tage process is intended to stimulate as
much interest as possible in realistically hosting the
conference but without requiring the detailed
documentation that a full proposal would entai l. Stage
I thus only calls for s ummary Expressions of Interest
(EO I). These will be used to identify one or more bids
for a more detailed Stage 2 proposal, to be finalised
within a two month period. Ideally, one preferred bid
will be identified from Stage I to avoid expending
resources in competiti ve bidding.
Deadline
3.0
The deadline for the EOI is 30 March 2006. Anyone
interes ted in s ubmitting an EOI should be in ongoing
contact with the President well before this deadline to
discuss the development of ideas in outline form.
Timeline
4.0
An indicative timeline of the process is:

2

Evaluation Process
5.0
EOis are submitted to the President of the IPHS by
the deadline date. They will be distributed to and
evaluated by a selection committee chaired by the
President. The Committee comprises the Society's
Management Board and two other Council members
invited for geographica l represe ntation and
experience in con ference organisation. Thi s
Committee makes a recommendation to the IPHS
Counci l for one or more of the EOis to proceed to a
detailed proposal.
Selection Committee to R eview EOis a nd
proposals for 2008
Robert Freestonc (chair), Management Committee (all
office holders ex officio), Cristina Leme, and Laura
Kolbe. Other Council members may be coopted to
assist in decision-making.
6.0

Eligibility to make EOis
7.0
Any financial member of the International Planning
History Society is entitled to make an EOL IPHS
members may do so individually or as a consortium.
Non-IPHS members of a consortium are permitted.
However, one I PHS member must be designated as the
IPHS Conference Convenor for the period 2007-2008.
eo-convening is possible if lines of authority and
reporting are transparent.
T he form of EOis
8.0
T hese should be succinct statements in electronic form
(as a Microsoft Word email-attachment) anticipated
tno more than 4 A4-sized pages in length. They should
attempt to anticipate key organisational matters (see
11.0 below) as best they can at a preliminary stage.
Early indication of likely institutional and other
financial or organisational backing is considered a
crucial factor.

By late November 2005

Invitation for EOI

By 30 March 2006
By 30 April 2006

Deadline for EOI (stage I)
Selection Committee evaluates EO!s and makes recommendation to IPHS Council
to invite a formal bid or bids

By 30 June 2006

Deadline for bids (stage 2)

By 30 July 2006

IPHS Council decision

December 2006

Announcement at New Delhi conference
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The form of the invited proposal
9.0
These will be more substantial documents with a core
text of approximate ly I 0 pages. However, supporting,
descriptive and explanatory material would be
appended. These formal proposals should attempt to
answer all major conference theme, facility, financial,
as
questions
marketing
and
organisational
comprehensively as possible. It is understood that
many of these responses may be basic even in this
expanded format given that the conference will be at
least 2 years away from the time of s ubmission.
S ubmission of EOis and detailed proposals
10.0
Stage I EO Is should be emailed to the President of the
Internationa l Planning His tory Society by the deadl ine
date. The detailed Stage 2 proposal will be emailed and
posted/couriered. It s hould comprise (a) one original
and complete hard copy document, (b) an additional
ten hardcopies, and (c) an e lectronic version of at leas t
the core text (as a Microsoft Word email-attachment or
on disk).
11 .0

Matters which EOis (in outline) a nd
proposals (in more d etail) s hould cover

11. 1 Dates
When in 2008 will the conference be held? It is
preferable that this be specified as exactly as possible.
In determining dates, proposals should have particular
regard to events that may compete directly with the
I PI IS Conference, either locally or internationally. This
would include other academic planning, history and
urban studies conferences such as ACSP, AESOP,
World Planning Schools, Urban History Associat ion,
etc. There can be advantages in being scheduled close
to what might be seen as another comparable event in
a way which enables travelling delegates to attend two
conferences in a s hort time period . Local
considerations such as University dates and seasonal
factors will obviously be important. Proposals s hould
also consider the impact of timing on visitors from
other countries which may have different University
terms, public holidays etc. Middle of the year timing
has been thought most convenient for attracting
delegates from around the world through uni versity
breaks and vacations. but this is not a requirement.
Most conferences since 1998 have been held in July,
one in August, while the New Delhi meeting will be in
December 2006, mainly for climatic reasons. Some
leeway for refining exact dates is also permitted.
11.2 Location
Accessibility by ai r from different parts of world is
essential. The general suitability of the locality and
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region for a planning history conference (in terms o f
subjects o f local inte rest, fi eldtrips etc) is important. A
central concern o f the IPH S has a lways been to ens ure
s uccessful events in a va riety o f locations that fully
express the international spirit of the society and
facilitate the g lobal development o f planning history.
In deciding the location for the 2008 conference.
pre ference may be given to a bid re presenting new
territory for the Society but this w ill not be an
overriding consideration. The choice of locations is
ultimate ly determined by the wi ll ingness o f members
to produce proposals. A secure location where the
health, safety and security of delegates can be sec ured
is obviously essent ia l.

11.3 Organisalion
Who is actuall y organising the bid? Who are the key
people and what will be the ir respo ns ibilities?
Constituting a local organising committee and an
international ad visory committee has emerged as a
fo r recent
s tanda rd o rganisationa l template
conferences. A lso, input from professional confe rence
organisers has been secured. However it is importa nt to
diiTerentiate the scho larly components (e.g. assessment
and progra mming of presenta tions) fro m the
logistieallsocial ones. An IPH S Con ference Conve nor
needs to be nominated. A sing le point o f contact at
least during the early organisational phase is desirable.
/I .-I lnstillltional suppor1
Soml.! fo rms of basic institutional support ( variously
financ ial, in-kind, logis tical. ve nue etc) is seen as
essential to guarantee the viability and professional
organ isation and credibil ity of the conference.
/I . 5 Venue

Where w ill the conference be held? For cost reasons,
previous confe rences have been mostl y based on
university campuses but with a variety o f other priva te
and public ve nues used for particular special events.
Both the 2002 (in part ) a nd 2004 (complete ly)
conferences were held in o iT-campus locations. Bids
will need to bear in mind the need for a mix o f ve nues
to host various events: plenary sessions. imultaneous
paper sessio ns. business meeting . possible
ex hibitions. s pace for breaks and meals. basic
amenities, proximity to accommodatio n and general
ambience.

I/ .6 Accommodcllion
Is there s ufficie nt quantit y and variety o f
accommodation al different price levels (firs t c lass,
moderate, economy. student) in reasonable proximity
to the conference venue? How will arrangements for
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accommodation booking be handled - separately or in
conjunction with conference registration? Can special
rates be secured for de legates in a range of institutions?

11.7 Themes of the Conference
What will be the central theme or themes of the
conference? These should be related to planning
history and framed sufficiently broadly to allow the
widest participation by delegates from all parts of the
world. Bids should indicate whether it is intended to
combine the conference with any other event, for
example, a national conference on planning or urban
history. If such a joint event is envisaged, it is
important to show that the international planning
history dimension will not be compromised.

at an early stage, for both marketing and information
purposes. This will need regular updating if it is to be
a fully effective means of communicating with
potential and actual delegates. Bids should indicate
who will be responsible for website preparation and
management.

11.12 Conference publications
A detailed program and book of paper abstracts
including contact details of all delegates is essential.
The IPHS also strongly encourages publication of
conference proceedings to include full versions of all
papers presented (whether in printed, CD-ROM or
other form).
11.13 Refereeing of abstracts and papers

11.8 Outline c~fthe Conference
Bids should include an indicative timetable and outline
of the conference programme. The core conference
would normally be envisaged as a 3 day event. In
framing the program, bidders should bear in mind that
each IPH S conference needs to include a plenary
lecture to be called the 'Gordon Cherry Memorial
Lecture'. Support for this is effectively offered through
the conference subsidy (see l3 .0). The lecturer will be
chosen by the conference organizers, in close
consultation with the IPHS President, and taking
advice from other officers, council members and
advisory committees as necessary. The program will
also include a time for an IPHS Counci l Meeting
immediately before the main conference. The model
used for recent conferences provides a guide with their
mix of plenary and parallel sessions, opening
reception, conference dinner, fieldtrips, business
meetings, and other special events.
11 .9 Fieldtrips
lt is the custom of IPHS conferences to include local

fieldtrips during the conference programme, perhaps
with optional longer visits pre- or post-conference.

11.10 Language
The principal language used at IPHS conferences is
English. Most IPHS conferences are held entirely in
English. Occasionally, however, for local reasons,
organizers have provided simultaneous translation
facilities for plenary events and/or included some
optional sessions in other languages. Bids should
indicate if they have any intentions of this kind. Both
non-English and multi-lingual plenary sessions need to
be indicated in conference documentation.
I I. I I Website
It is essential that a conference website be established
4

Either one or the other, preferably paper refereeing, is
desirable. The certainty that papers will be published,
along with some form of quality control, is often
mandatory for paper authors seeking official travel
assistance from their employers.
11.14 Financial support
The financial performance of the conference is the
responsibility of the Conference Convenor and is in no
way guaranteed by the IPHS. A pledged or guaranteed
level of sponsorship(s) is likely to ensure viability.
Letters of support for resourcing should be attached to
the detailed proposal document.

I I . I 5 Finances (detailed proposal only)
An out!ine financial plan of the conference is required.
This should cover such issues as projected registration
fees (with different categories such as IPHS members,
non IPHS members, students and retirees, early bird
discount, etc), estimates of numbers attending (broken
down into local, international and other relevant
delegate categories), projected fee income, possible
sponsorship income, and major outgoings, identifYing
fixed and variable costs. Indications of what the
standard registration fee will and may not cover are
important. Conferences should be planned to at least
cover their costs. Any surplus after relevant expenses
and administrative costs have been paid should be used
to repay the IPHS subsidy. If any additional, substantial
surplus remains, some contribution to IPHS funds
would normally be anticipated.

with an announcement at the New Delhi Conference in
December 2006. Note because of this timing, there
may be less than the normal two years to the 2008
event.

IP HS subsidy
12.0
The I PHS will provide an advance of£ I000 (repayable
if sufficient surplus is generated) to the successful
bidder. This can be made available at an early stage in
conference planning following the New Delhi
conference.
Caveats
13.0
The conference should be self-funding and cannot rely
on the financial guarantee of the JPHS. The Society
further reserves the right to amend the timetable as
indicated in Section 4.0, determine which EO! shou ld
proceed to a formal bid, invite more than one detailed
proposal if necessary, and consider staging its
international conference in association with another
organisation.
14.0

Contact Details
Or Robert Freestone
President, IPH S, 2002-2006
Faculty of the Built Environment
University of New South Wales
Sydney, New South Wales, 2052
Australia
email : r.frecstone@ unsw.edu.au
[tel: +6 1-2-9385-4836; fax: +61-2-9385-4507]

I 1.16 Marketing (detailed proposal only)
An outline marketing plan for the conference should
also be included. Marketing would be expected to
include a mix of promotional methods (internet, fliers,
published notices etc) appropriate to an international
audience. The publicity effort should formally begin
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built up, having no possibility to develop and to
expand . Imperial authorities1 hampered the city's
development, requiring Riga to remain a fortress,
although abolition of the fortress status was cruc ial for
city's industrial and commercial development.

The Development of the Modern City of Riga'
lR ENA BAKULE

Architect, State Inspection for Heritage Protection of Latvia,
Brivibas iela 229-78, Riga LV-I 039, Latvia
E-mail: irena_bakulc@yahoo.com
implementation of the revised proposal will be
Abstract. By mid 1 9'~ ce/111/Jy Riga ~- designation as a
considered. Finally the main findings reached in this
fortress started to unduly restrict its physical
paper will be summarised.
developme11t a11d its economic activity. An important
urban reconstruction f ollowed when Tsar Alexander 11
allowed removal of the city ~-jort[/ications in 1856. in
Key Words: urban design, plan form, block form and
the same year a special Commission prepared a brief
size. buildingform, Riga
for the redevelopment of the area of the fortifications
and the esplanade. The document stated that the area
must he developed as a new city centre for Riga. The
Introduction
City Arcllitect .J D. Felsko worked ow a design for the
In the mid 19'" century Riga was still a heavily fortified
redevelopment in 185 7. Contrwy 10 widespread
city, surrounded by large quantities of land occupied by
opinion that Felsko design was bused on a semicircular
the ramparts and a spacious, 400m wide area
form and llis concept 11·as yet unf amiliar and fresh. the
containing the glaeis and the esplanade' (fig. I, Map of
aim here is to show. that Felsko :\· original concept was
Riga in 1843. VRVM 53743- 10). Beyond the esplanade
based instead 011 a linear W-E direction composition
were suburbs, restricted by military requirements
there
suburbs.
its
with
city
unifying the medieval
built up with only one-storey wooden houses
be
to
by
i11j/ue11Ced
much
was
Furthermore his p roposal
basements, so that in case of war it would be
without
a11d
design
urba11
of
Western Europea11 theories
destroy buildings to clear the territory for
to
easy
co11temporwy reco11structions oflarge cities i11 Western
Inside the fortifications there was the
needs.
military
Europe. Felsko :~ design am/ its implementation is
narrow, winding streets, densely
with
city,
medieval
a11alysed here. also paying attention to processes.
which encouraged the
Western
of
coming
influences to Riga and
what hampered their
realisation. Furth ermore
the question of how Riga
been
have
could
rede veloped and how it
actually was don e is
analysed here. /11 order to
accomplish these aims
first a short over vie w of
a11d
historical
the
political background to
the redevelopment process
will be given. Then a
careful examination ofthe
redevelopment proposal
the
to
submitted
will
1857
in
Government
be presented. it will be
an
with
continued
examination of changes
the
into
introduced
Figure I
proposal with the aim to
Map of Riga in 1843, VRVM 53743- 10
simplify it and the
6
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In the mid 19.. cen111ry Western Europe had already
some experience in redeve lopment of fortified c ities.
In cities, whose fortifications were dismantled during
the second half of the I s•• century and in the beginn ing
of the 19'" century, the redevelopment area was dense ly
bu ilt up and fully amalgamated with the rest of the city,
like in Paris, Berl in, Turin etc. The redevelopment of
fortified ci ties, which took place later in the 19'11
century, dillcred from that of the previous period . Then
the redevelopment area was not fu lly bui lt up and some
space was lert also for g reenery there. lt seems that
several philosophical theories on urban deve lopment
matters, particularly the English theories on landscape
gardens', influenced this change.
Relatively little research has been do ne o n the
redevelopment of the fortification area in Riga. The
only attempt in explaining the process of development
of the area is presented by Krastins'. He c laims that
authors of the redevelopment design presented in thei r
proposal a large number of completely unfamil iar and
fresh urban ideas. Krastins describes the urba n
redeve lopment concept as based on a semicircular
fo rm, determined by the shape of the fortifi cation area
and considers the development between the two
separated parts of the city
as an infill composition,
the backbone or which
was the fortification
moat converted into a
account
I Iis
cana l.
arguably is based on
in fill
of
ana logies
concepts in Gothenburg
(Sweden) and Graz
(Austria).
Contrary to the existing
the
of
explanation
process
deve lopment
referred to above, this
paper aims to prove that
the original concept of
the redevelopment design
was quite difrercnt from
the concept of inrill and
much
was
it
that
influenced by Western
Planning History 2005
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thcoricl> of urban design and conte mpora ry
of Western European c ities. In order to
do so I will first provide a short overview of the
histo rica l a nd politica l backg ro und to the
redevelopment process. Then I will proceed with a
careful examination of the redevelopment proposal
submitted to the Go' ernment in 1857. I will contmue
with examinatio n of changes introduced into the
proposal with the a im of simplifying it, and fina lly
consider the implementation of the revised proposa l. J
wi 11 conclude with a brief overview of the findings
reached in this paper.
reconstru c ti o n ~

Redevelopme nt of the fortifi cation area in Riga
1856- 1867
llistoriml am/ political background
Urban reconstruction of the c ity was possible only
when Tsar Alexa nder 11 allowed removal of the c ity's
fortifications in 1856, although he still required the
retention of the Citadel. In the :.ame year a special
Commission of Riga City Counc il, led by layor E.
Gnmm. prepared a brief for the redevelopment of the
-lOOm wide stnp. which separated the medieval c ity
from the suburbs. The document stated that the former
fortification / one must be rede'veloped into a c1ty
centre. be pro' ided \\ ith new public buildings. and that
the moat must be converted into a canal surrounded by
greenery. The brief applied only to the part of the
forti fication area. which enclosed the medieval city.
and this occupied o nly two thirds of the '.\hole
l(lrtif'ication belt. separating the fo rtified part from

~-
--~

Figure 1

Redevelopment scheme of' Vienna in 1859. Krastins. 1988. 101
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suburbs. The members of the Council were mainly of
German origin. They maintained inclinations towards
Western European lifestyle and innovations, hence
their a1ti1Ude towards Riga's future urban development.
Arguably their preferences were based on the
philosophical ideas of the Enlightenment and
influenced by several examples of already redeveloped
et lies in Germany. as well as Hausmann 's
reconstruction of Paris'.
A plan for the redevelopment was worked out in 1857
by the City Architect, J. D. Felsko, together with an
engineer 0. Di ct :~.e. Felsko, who graduated from the
Academy of Arts in Copenhagen in 1840, was thus
educated in Western European traditions of urban
planning and architecture•. The most prominent
theorists. whose writings were studied in Europe of the
time, were F. Algarotti ( 1712- 1764)', A. H. Quatremere
de Quiney (1755-1830)" and H. Repton ( 1752-1818)•.
Felsko's architectural legacy proves a good knowledge
of the classical architecture of Rome and Paris, and it
proves also his familiarity with the reconstruction of
Paris of the beginning of the 19'" century, when
industrial, commercial and transport development
needs created a large number of new building types
like covered markets. warehouses, stock-exchange
buildings etc. lt seems also that Felsko was influenced
by Repton 's theoretical
writings and by the
impl emented
already
redevelopment plan for
Gothenburg. prepared in
the first decade of the 19'"
century. 10 There are some
analogies in the designs
of Riga and Vienna too,
but it is worth noting that
Felsko 's design predates
the international comVienna
for
petition
Ringstrasse development
by at least a year (fig. 2,
Redevelopment scheme
of Vienna tn 1859.
Krastins, 1988, I 0 I).
There are no analogies to
Felsko 's urban redevelopment proposal in Russia
of the same period. A
characteristic feature of
the Russian towns during
the 19'" century was their
development without an
Felsko &
urban development plan,
8

by merely extending the street system created in the
18'' century".
Felsko's proposal for the city's redevelopment was
finished in January 1857 and submitted to the Tsar in
May 1987. Full costs of the implementation were
estimated at 1.5 million Russian Roubles. The Tsar
approved on ly the most urgent part of the proposal
concern ing the dismantling of the fortifications. The
Russian government did not provide funds for the
redevelopment of the city and imperial authorities
considered Felsko 's proposal too expensive and
suggested the design should be simplified'2 •
A team under the supervision of architect 1. von Hagen,
who was in the service of the Governor-General of
Livland during the demolition of Riga's fortifications
( 1857- 1863), made several changes to the plan to
simplify it. The revised design preserved Felsko's
proposal in broad lines but also lost several of its
significant aspects.
Plan form and street network designed by Felsko
According to Krastins, Felsko's urban conce pt was
based on a semicircular form determined by the
fortifications and was an infill composition. My aim
is to show that Fclsko's concept, which was based on

Felsko's plan encompassed only the area along the
eastern and southern side of the medieval city because
the northern part could not be changed due to the
continuing fortress status of the Citadel 's fortifi cations.
Felsko divided the area possible for the redevelopment
into two distinct parts, which differed functionally. The
eastern part , on both sides of the central boulevard, he
designed as several strips set roughly perpendicular to
the bou levard. These strips included rows of residential
blocks separated by two belts of open space envisaged
for parks and greenery. Altogether four streets
connected the medieval city to the St. Petcrsburg
Suburb on the east the central boulevard, one street to
the north of it and two streets to the south of it. For
these connections Felsko partly utilised former tree
lined a/lees. which had been planted on the esplanade
since the beginning of the 19"' century. The central
boulevard and the southernmost street, which
separated functionally different zones, were designed
twice as broad as the two other streets connecting the
medieval city with the suburbs. By increasing the
width of the central boulevard, and by designing the
central public square on its axis, Felsko clearly
emphasized the significance of the W-E direction. lt is

Figure 3

Dictzc project 1857, VRVM 30553
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the necessity to amalgamate two separate parts of the
city, was more far-reaching, and hence his proposal
for a central boulevard as the main W- E axis for the
city's complex development and unification of the
medieval city with its largest, St. Petcrsburg Suburb.
The redevelopme nt o f Ri ga presented a rare
historical opportunity to integrate the hitherto
separated medieval city and its suburbs, and to
design a modern city centre there. Felsko did it by
connecting the street of the medieval cit y, lead ing
eastwards from the Town Hall Square, to the main
suburban street of the St. Pete rsburg Suburb by a
broad central bouleva rd . To emphas ize the
significance of the W-E ax is a proposal based on
Italian urban composition principles was prepared,
the design of which included a large circular piazza.
situated along the central boulevard (fig. 3, Fc lsko &
Dictze project 1857. VRVM 30553). This piazza, like
similar examples in Rome and Paris", was designed
as a focal point, wi th five boulevards and streets
radiating star-like out from it. Jt seems that a sixth
boulevard would also be inte nded to make the whole
design symmetrical about the W-E axis, provided the
area of "The Esplanade" would not continue to be
used for military purposes. lt was the first bold
attempt to introduce such a street system in Riga. The
pia::a was to form a new public central quare
instead of the medieval Town Hall Square. which was
too small for the developing city.

Planning History 2005
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an aspect, which contradicts Krastins' account that
Felsko's design was an in fill , based on the semici rcu lar
lorm of the fortifications.
The southern part was separated from the eastern part
and the medieval city by a wide street to emphasi/ C tts
speci fic function, and had only two streets connecting
it to the medieval ci ty. The area conLained se.,cral
interrelated parts envisaged for raiIway transpon
development, commercial harbour, markets, and
warchous ing.
Block .form and s ize

The new blocks of the easte rn part were intended for
private residential development purposes. Fe lsko's
des ign proposed twenty blocks of pe rime te r
development leavi ng open spaces for courtya rds
inside the blocks. Lots were indicated o f 25m to 35 m
frontages and 35 m to 45m of depths. His propo:.al
fo llowed typica l examples of urban design of the time,
when continuous street frontages were used 10 create a
homogenous street space. Blocks were of diiTcrent
shapes and si.t:es. dependent on particular locations.
The most varied block shapes occurred between the
medieval city. with its irregular planning structure,
and the greenery belt. Fclsko 's aim was to !>traighten
the medieval city's building edge by adding ne''
bloch at its periphery, and thus to create a new.
stnught boulevard. perpendi cular to the axia l
boulevard, between the medieval core a nd the
greenery belt.
Puhlic spaces and public building sites

Fclsko 's design proposed two interesting major public
the prev iously mentioned ci rcular pia::a,
spaces
situated on the axis of the central boulevard and a
large. pentagonal public square. located on the s ite or
the former Christian Ravelin between the south-eastern
corner of the medieva l city and the railway station area.
The large circular pia::a was to have crescent-shaped
bui ld ings forming a background for a monument
placed at its centre. lt is po siblc that Pia::a S. Pietro
or Piaz:a del/a Repuhblica in Rome served a!>
prototypes fo r this design. The monument was 10 be a
focal point for several radiating streets. and the pia::u
faced the open space o f "The Esplanade'' and
an
Vermanes dar:s)
Worlunallnscher Park (11o11·
English style landscape park. planted on the esplanade
from 1815 '•.
The pentagonal square. which was designed for a large
Meal Market, was to have a large semicircular building
in its centre with arcades along both facade s. In front
of the building was proposed a round basin. Three
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sides of the square were to be built up with new
buildings but the back of the semicircular building
opened onto the canal and greenery. In both cases one
can notice some Parisian influence. Both of Felsko's
pia::as. like Place de la Concorde in Paris, faced an
open space".
A very important aspect of Felsko's design for the
eastern part was the wide space envisaged for greenery.
To reserve so much space for greenery within the city's
built up structure was certainly influenced by Repton's
writings and by the popularity of landscape gardens in
Riga since the beginning of the 19'h century. Felsko's
inner greenery belt, which ranged in width from 160m
to 200m, contained differently sized and shaped areas
on the banks of the winding canal. Within this parkland
setting Felsko provided sites for several new public
buildings - a theatre, two administrative buildings, a
gasworks for street lighting purposes, and some
reserved sites for future needs. Every particular
build ing with its close surroundings was subordinated
to the whole ensemble of the inner park belt and also to
the general urban proposal, as was propounded in
Quatremere de Quincy's and Rcpton's writings.
The outer open space belt, which ranged in width from
2 1Om to 260m, was divided into three sections by the
street system rad iating from the circular piazza. The
southern secti on incorporated the previously
established park - Vermanes dar:s with two sites for
public buildings in it. The northern section was kept as
an open area for military exercises and parades,
retaining the name of "The Esplanade", while the
triangular area between them was set aside for an
octagonal circus building
s ituated in a public
garden.

be a harbour with several wharves, allowing nine
commercial ships to be discharged simultaneously.
Felsko's plan provided also a covered fish and
vegetable market designed as a commercial arcade to
be built along the whole riverside edge of the medieval
city. Here one can detect another Parisian influence'6 St-Germain Market ( 1816, architect B. Blonde!) in
Paris was also designed that way' 7•

provided with only two prolonged blocks;
• Blocks and open space belts were given more
simplified shapes and even widths;
• The medieval city was given a more continuous
edge with a block strip of even depth;
• The total number of blocks was reduced from
twenty to fourteen, and von Hagen showed only
block outlines.

Felsko prepared detailed drawings for the commercial
arcade, gasworks and warehouse buildings. These
drawings show his appreciation of the Gothic style
propounded by Repton'S, although for residential,
administrative and school buildings he preferred the
Classical style, as recommended by Algarotti.

Von Hagen also made significant changes to the
planning of the public spaces and buildings. The
circular piazza was reduced to on ly a small rond-point,
and the pentagonal square was simply abandoned and
its area incorporated within the inner greenery belt.
The number of public bu ilding sites in the parkland
area was reduced.

Von Hagen s revisions of Fe/sko s proposals
Russian Imperial restnct1ons hampered the
implementation of Felsko's redevelopment proposal.
Although von llagen tried to preserve Fclsko's original
concept in broad lines, nevertheless in his revised plan
Felsko's design was noticeably simplified and many
particulars were omitted. Von l lagen made the
following modifications to Felsko's proposed street
and block system:

The alignment of the most southern street connecting
the medieval city with suburbs was changed to follow
the former plan designed in 1815 probably because of
difficulties in crossing a low, damp area;
• Because of this return to the 1815 plan, the
residential area of four trapezoidal blocks in the
south eastern corner, between the rail-way area
and Vermanes darzs, was simplified in form and

The southern part of the
area
redevelopment
Felsko designed for the
growing and anticipated
transport and commercial
needs of the city,
providing space for a
railway station , new
warehouses served by
railway spurs, and a large
water basin, at the eastern
end of which was a site
for a public building,
acting as its focal point.
The basin, connected to
the Daugava River, was to
10

Clearly the scope of public works in Felsko's proposal
was not only very expensive but was also seen as too
radical. Felsko had even envisaged pedestrian and
vehicular traffic separation by introducing two levels,
so pedestrians could move along the park belt without
crossing streets•• - a modern approach that seemed too
sophisticated to the Imperial authorities.
Implementation of the plan
The project, as revised by von Hagen, was submitted to
the Tsar in June 1858 and the Tsar approved it in July
1858. Implementation of the revised redevelopment
plan started soon after. The fortifications continued to
be pulled down AFTER 1857 and the moat was
narrowed into a canal. Planting of the inner park belt
along the canal was commenced in 1859. A. Went, who
was previously a garden designer in Lubeck, Germany,
worked out the design for the park planting. The
planning of the park is shown on the maps produced in
186020 and in 18642' . In general lines the park planning
followed that designed by Felsko in 1857. As the
central circular public pia::a was abandoned and the
development in general much reduced in scope, the

Figure 4
Hagcn's

The most radical changes were made in the southern
commercial and transport zone. The water basi n was
altered to reflect the former shape of the moat, and the
public building at its end was abandoned. The
warehouse area, elaborately designed by Felsko, was
not detailed at all in von Hagen 's plan. Fclsko 's
proposed triangular space in front of the railway station
was much reduced in size, and several railway lines,
which according to Felsko had to enter the city, were
also lost, so that only one railway line entered the city
on von Hagen's plan. The commercial arcade on the
riverside was completely abandoned (fig. 4, ll agen's
project of 1858, RACNA 257).

main redevelopment activities took place in the eastern
part on both sides of the cana l. Nevertheless a broad
central bou levard with a tree-lined median strip was
laid out to cross the inner greenery belt, to emphasize
the W-E direction of the city's future development.
Fclsko continued to be the City Architect and to direct
the redevelopment process till 1879.
lt was in 1860 that the private residential bu ilding
development started along the boulevards 111
accordance with regulations issued by the City
Council. The regulations determined the depth of lots,
but thei r street frontage depended on purchaser's
wishes. The minimum frontage allowed was 50
Russian leet (about 15 m). Only masonry bui ldings
could be erected, and the street frontage had to be fully
occupied by a bui lding or at least a fence 9 feet (about
2.7m) high. Each lot had to have a courtyard not less
91 sq. m in area, and at least 8.5m wide. to allow light
into all rooms within a bui lding. The height of
buildings was not to exceed six stories (2 1.3m from
street level to the cornice and 24m to the roof top).
These boulevard development regulations were si milar
to building regulations issued in Paris in 1823 and
1859 2 • lt seems Riga attempted to follow Paris.
because like in Paris, where demands of
standardisation and unity in overall treet des ign
overrode the arch itects' inte rest in indi vidual
crcativityl', atlention was focused on the effect that a
street of continuous. similar buildings could create.
The regulations prohibited development of industrial
and warehouse buildings within the boulevard ;one a
nove lty fo r Riga. Previously small industrial
enterprises and warehouses were not separated from
living houses, creating a mixed development.
Severa l new buildings in the redevelopment area were
designed by Felsko himself. some of them being
situated on sites envisaged by him in his proposal.
although several of bui lding sites proposed by him
were changed. The first public building set in the
parkland area was the German Theatre (now the
National Opera). designed in the Classical style. and
completed in l862 on the former site of the Pancake
Bastion. although Felsko had located the theatre on a
different site. In the same year a gasworks tor street
lighting was built according to Fclsko 's design on the
former site of the Jacob Ravelin, as had been envisaged
by his own proposal. In 186 1 the first railway line into
Riga was completed under the supervision of English
engineers and a passenger station was built as
envisaged by von Hagcn ·s proposal. Removal of the
city's fortifications was fini shed by 1863. In the same

project of 1858, RACNA 257)
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year important improvement was carried out for the
city's water supply and sewerage system. Only a few
Russian cities had similar facilities at the same time.
By 1864. as shown on the map produced by W. Weir<,
not many of the residential buildings were built along
the boulevards yet. Several lots within blocks situated
between the park belts were transformed from
residential to public building sites, where an EyeHospital was bui lt in 1863 and three high schools
between 1868 and 1875, one of them designed by
Felsko in 1874. A full block was also reserved for a
Polytechnic, which was built during 1866-1869. By
1864 only three of the 39 envisaged warehouses were
already built and two were under development in the
commercial zone. The site of the former Christian
Ravelin by that time changed its use to a Flax Market
with a large, long building for flax weighing (fig. 5,
Map of Riga in 1864) that was different from the
proposal designed by von Hagen.
By I 867 several other modifications were made to von
Hagen 's plan, but in general the implementation of the
revised redevelopment proposal went successfully and
the area changed quickly under supervision of the Riga
Building Commission. It is worth noting that the
combined Felsko and von Hagen redevelopment
proposal established for the first time a clear functional
zoning for the city, and the design also achieved a
significant integration of
the city and its suburbs,
which could from then on
develop as a unified urban
t
structure.
I'"~ "' ol

•

Government of Livland, was asked to modify it. The
plan was based on similar principles to the 1858 plan,
and extended the boulevard and park zones to the
north.
Plan form and street network

The plan provided four new streets, which connected
the Citadel 's area with the medieval city to the south,
and placed several residential blocks to the north and in
between the Citadel and the city. To the east, on both
sides of the moat, the plan provided a parkland area,
which included German Riflemen Society garden
planted on the esplanade's area in 1863. The garden
together with the moat area formed a widened
extension of the inner park belt.
To the north east of the garden Stegman designed a new
residential area. By including five residential blocks in
the area between the garden and Elizabetes Street,
Stegman effectively closed off the northern edge of" The
Esplanade" as had already been done at the southern
edge of Vermanes darzs. In this way he emphasised the
symmetry of Fclsko's proposal for the open space belt on
both sides of the central boulevard. The rond-point.
designed by von Hagen instead of Felsko's circular
piazza, was abandoned by 1876. The widened boulevard
with a tree-lined median strip was laid out to continue
the part already implemented during the 1860's. Thus
the central public piazza designed by Felsko was

jlj.)\11 d11<H:I!JI ~1\!1!1
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Redevelopment of the
C itadel's fortification
area 1872- 1875
In 187 1 the Russian
government finally surrendered to Riga Ci ty
Council the land occupied
Citadel's
the
by
its
and
fo rtifications
planning
Several
esplanade.
proposals were prepared
for the redevelopment of
this newly incorporated
the
1872
In
area.
Governor-General approved
the proposal submitted by
City Surveyor R. Stegrnan,
but again von Hagen, by
now an architect with the
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replaced by a widened boulevard, stretching from the
canal to Elizabetes ' Street.
Block fo rm and size

The new residential area north east of the inner
greenery belt was designed following Felsko's design
of the area between the railway station and the park
Vermcmes darzs. Two perpendicu lar streets, creating
four new blocks of trapezoidal form, crossed the large
block. Another, triangular block was later crossed by a
narrow street, giving back access to stables. The
average size of lots was similar to those, designed by
Felsko, being 25 - 35m wide along the street and
35- 45m in depth, although the corner lots were
designed larger 30 x 45m to 45 x 60m.
Implementation

Development of the new residential area was started
already in 1873. Apart from the apartment houses there
was also a large number of luxurious private villas like
the mansions built in Paris during 1850s and 1860sH
Most of them were situated on the corner lots of the
new blocks, facing two streets. Villas occupied only
part of the lot, and space was left for stables in the back
and for a fenced garden in front. Villas didn 't exceed
three stories and were designed to have two or three
richly decorated facades seen from the streets.
Several high schools were also built in this newly
redeveloped area by the end of the 19th century. The
redevelopment of the Citadel's fortification area was
based on the same principles as the original Felsko
proposal. Arguably Felsko, as the City Architect,
influenced also the redevelopment activities of the
Citadel's fortification area.
Conclusions
Although several architects during a long period of
time worked on the urban redevelopment plan and its
implementation, all of them followed the same
general idea - to create Riga a modern city based on
Western European examples. The rich citizens of
Riga, mainly of German origin, cou ld newer forget
the city's past times of independence and there was
constant, although hidden, disagreement between the
City Council and the Imperial authorities. Riga tried
to oppose Imperial restric tions and to follow
everything new coming from Western Europe. So new
urban ideas to redevelop the Russia n military
stronghold into a modern industrial city were much
welcomed in Riga.
lt is clear that Felsko 's redevelopment proposal was
based on several urban theories dominant in Western

Figure 5

Europe since the 18'• century. His planning concept
was influenced by Ital ian urban compos iti on
principles; the building form followed French canons
of regularity, based on bui lding regulations; but the
Engli sh influence appeared in the unity of the
architectural design and the landscape garden.
The lack of Imperial backing forced the city to
implement less ambitious projects than first e nvisaged
by Felsko, and the city lost several essential public
spaces, at least three large squares, which could much
contribute to its arc hitectural and urban quality.
Nevertheless the basic urban concept designed by
Felsko withstood all changes and even nowadays
contribute to the city 's envi ronmental qua lity.
Although the area of the former fortificati on / One
nowadays appears redeveloped according to one
comprehensive design, as suggested by Krastins. it was
actually designed in several stages and consisted of
three quite different parts the centra l residential and
public bu ilding zone, proposed by Felsko as the most
significant, public part , and two smaller parts the
southern commercia l and transport zone, and the
northern residential zone. Such zoning still exists
today, and the widened central boulevard still forms the
main connection of the medieval core wi th the re t of
the city, and emphasizes the main direction of its
development.
As a result of these 19'" century urban project the
former "fringe belt'' around the medieval city was
redeveloped into a modern city centre. Building
regulati ons assisted in creating a homogeneous
character of the bui lt area. Furthermore, Riga was
provided with new rec reati on opportun ities and
modern public buildings. Contrary to most European
citie , where the fortification zone was redeveloped
into a homogenous built up area. Riga achie,ed a
striking impression of the extent of the former belt by
the widened, central boulevard, connecting the city's
medieva l edge with the former suburban edge, by
introducing two belts of greenery and by preserving
the moat's configuration in the layout of the canal.
I am thankful tO Or Arnt~ S1 ksna (The Unt\Cr\lly of
Quccm,land Australia) for lu~ \Cry useful commenh dunng
preparation of this paper.
Notes
I G/acis and esplanade bank~ slopi ng down from the rarnp<~rts.
and a levelled area beyond them (G1rouard M , Cmes and
People A Social am/ A!l·hitectura/ History. C\\ lla,cn and
London· Yale Uoi,erslly Prc~'· 1985. 212·213).
2 R1ga was pan of the Russ1an Emp1re since 1710.
3 According to the philosoph1cal wri tings of Francb Bacon
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{ 1561-1626), the function of an architectural design was as
tmportant n• tt' aesthetic outlook. and it was important to put
an arclutcctural destgn into natural •urroundings of greenery.
The tdca ":1~ further developed by Lord Shaflsbury ( 16711713) and llumphrey Repton ( 1752-1818), (Savarenskaia, T.F..
llbtem Eumpecm Urhunism of 17..-19" cemuries. Moscow:
Strott/dat. 1987. 12-13, 19-24. 33-35).
-1 KraMms. J . Edecllcmn 111 the Architecture of Riga, Riga:
Zinatne. 1988. 34.
5 llausmann 's Paris reconstruction (based on the plan prepared
already tn 1797) kept innucncing European urbanism even till
the bcgtnning of the 20'' century (General History of
Architecture (further on GHA). Moscow: Stroiizdat. 1972,
Vol. 10. 174).
6 Rome and Paris were the main centres of architectural and
urban development and education since the 18" century, and
other Western European schools of arch itecture followed them
ti ll th e end of the 20'' century (G HA, 1969, Vol. 7, 17-18. 175176).
Italian arc hitect-theorist, proposed Palladio's
7 Algarotti
theoretical works as fundamental for European architecture and
urban development and insisted on Italy's leading role in
architectural education and urban planning (Savarenskaia,
1987, 148-152).
French architect-theorist, propounded
8 De Qumcy
architectural ensembles subordinated to a general urban idea,
inSISted on an tmportant role for monuments in an urban
dcstgn. and unity of functton and beautiful form (Savarenskaia,
1987. 65- 77).
Engltsh landscape architect. created 18"' century
9 Rcpton
Engltsh urban destgn principles - propounded unity of
archttectural destgn and a landscape park within an urban
destgn. Des•gns in Bath and Regent Park London
(Savarenskaiu. 1987. 32).
10 The old forttftcatton~ in Gothenburg were dismantled in 1808.
The town plan made at that time was the first one in Sweden
providing for the construction of a tree-planted boulevard
parallel to the old bulwarks (lntemationa/ Cities and Town
Plcwning Exltil>ition: Englislt Catalogue. 1923. 270).
11 GHA, 1972. Vol. 10.43
12 Krastins, J. 1988. 39
13 Piazzas with radiating streets coming out of them were used in
Rome since the end of the 16"' century, the most famous being the
Piaz7-a del Popolo (G IIA, 1969, Vol. 7, 60). and in Paris since the
17"' century. as for example, the Place des Victoires of 1679
(GHA. 1969, Vol. 7, 158). These urban designs served as classical
examples for students to follow (GHA, 1969, Vol. 7, 18).
14 Davidsonc. I. Gardens and Parks of Riga, Riga: Liesma, 1988.
78.
15 Thts was probably innuenced by Parisian squares. such as
Place de Louis XV (now Place de la Concorde). and several
others designed according to French urban tradition of the !&•
century (GHA, 1969. Vol. 7. 158-161).
16 "The moM tmportant novelty of the period ( 1820s and 1830s in
Pan~) was the covered commercial arcade. a cluster of them
betng built within some of the large sites in the busy north-west
sector of the central area, on either side of the grands
bou/evardf" (Sutclilfe, A.. Paris. An Architecwral History.
New Haven and London: Yale University Press, 1993, 74).
17 GHA, 1969, Vol. 7, 203-204
18 "In the very innuential writings of the great Regency garden
designer llumphrcy Repton ( 1752-1818) was stressed that for
houses the Gothic style had practical advantages" (Dixon, R.
and Muthesius, S. Victorian Arcltitec/1/re. London, Thames and
Hudson Ltd., 1997, 21).
19 Krastin s. 1988, 35
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20 Archives of the Museum of Riga History and Navigation
(VRVM 53743 11)
21 Map of Riga in 1864 by W. Weir (Archives of the Riga
lnspccuon for Heritage Protection).
22 Sutcltlfe. 1993. 91
23 Sutclilfc, 1993. 93-94
24 Map of Riga in 1864 by W. Weir
25 Sutclilfc. 1993. 94
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To begin this account, however, I first look back over
the history of the last century in some detail. In overall
terms, the first half of the twentieth century saw the
dominance of the concept of high culture in society.
High culture was expressed in bourgeois and elite
terms that stressed perfectibility in individuals and
societies. Planning concepts of culture reflected this.
With the advent of the period following the Second
World War, change was in the air and the 1970s
represented a clear watershed. A more democratic
concept of culture broke through, associated with the
work of the cultural theorist Raymond Williams. This
perspective emphasised the interrelationships within
culture and culture as 'a whole way of life, material,
intellectual, spiritual' (Wi lliams, 1966, p. 16). An
anthropological perspective to the study of culture was
also propounded, stressing the importance of systems
of meaning, the role of the symbo lic and the
significance of interpretation (Geertz, 1973). T hese
perspectives were dominant in the humanities and the
social sciences and Williams' view went on 10
influence planning. It did so first, in the 'softer' areas
of social and cultural planning, while not usuall y
displacing the less critical concept of high culture in
other planning sectors that it challenged. Development
planning and most statutory planning remained at least
in the unconscious grip of the concept of high culture.
A close nexus to land, power and capital served to
ensure the continuity of the more conservative
conceptualisation of culture.
By the late twentieth century, however, with the
acknowledged 'turn to culture' (Chaney, 1994) in the
social sciences the overall philosophy of culturalism
had triumphed, based on the concept of culture as ways
of life and as systems of meaning. In addition, lhe
flowering of the Information Age, occurring in tandem
with the maturing of the cultural economy (Hall,
1998), meant that up-to-date concepts of culture could
never realistically be overlooked.
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C ultu re a nd Moder n Plan ni ng
The relationship between planning, as it emerged in a
highly developed form in the nineteenth and twenlieth
centuries and cultural concepts up until the watershed
of the 1970s and the onse1 of ' the condition of
postmodernity' (Harvey, 1989), was one of strong
correspondence. For the totality o f the period planning
tended to re flect the concept of culture dominant in
mainstream society. Following the 1970s the arri val of
emergent concepts about culture was not necessarily
an nounced or reflected in mainstream planning,
introducing a tag between emergent concepts in 1he
socia l sciences and humanities as they rose to
dominance and their integration in planning practices.
A narrow, elitist and socially dominant paradigm of
culture was embodied in the history of modern
planning up until the period after the Second World
War. Cultural considerations in planning were based on
the provision of cultural facilities and services. Such
provision was in principle governed by consideralions
equity of access for the disadvantaged
of equity
working classes unable to source 'high ' cu lture from
the private market. The elitist paradigm of culture and
planning modernism saw moral improvement most
often in bourgeois cultural terms. The concept of 'high
cu lture' is best exemplified in Mathew Arnold's
Culture and Anarchy published in 1882 (A rno ld, 1979).
The work identifies ideal norms of human perfection
and uses these as the basis for education and
emula1ion. In Arnold's ringing words, culture was
'contacl with the best 1hat has been thought and said in
the world' (Arnold, 1979, p. 6). Selective and ideal in
nature, and based on universal values, this neo-Platonic
culture. 'indefatigably tries, not to make what each raw
person may like, the rule by which he fashions himself;
but to draw ever nearer to a sense of what is indeed
beauli ful, graceful and becoming, and to get the raw
person to like that' (Arnold 1979. p. 50).
This was a long way from the 'beer and games· culture,
the everyday culture of Australian and British workers
in the cities and suburbs. on whose improvement the
early planners sat in contempla1ion. It was a concepl of
culture focussed on aesthetics and the high cultural
works of literature, music, painting and architecture,
and was transmitted through a classical education (for
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a male minority). 'civilised' values and standards and,
the concept of 'taste·. This pervasive model of culture
was embedded in the middle class culture of planning
and was reflected in planning priorities and practices
that favoured the moral improvement to be gained from
the cultural provision of education, museums, libraries,
public gardens, art galleries and concert halls.
Much of this landscape changed profoundly in the
period that followed the Second World War, with a
broadening and democratisation of culture. In Britain
in the 1960s, the Iives and culture of the working class
emerged unapologetieally in cultural and social
research and professional history. For example, E. P.
Thompson published The Making of the English
Working Class in 1963 and (Hartley, 2003, p. 24) the
Centre for Contemporary Cultural Studies was
established at the University of Birmingham 's English
Department, by Richard Hoggart in 1965 and founded
a British discipline (Hartley, 2003, p. 26).
Raymond Williams worked throughout the post-war
period redefining culture and its understanding in
Britain. In Australia he was widely taught and read as
were his compatriots E. P. Thompson and Richard
Hoggart. Williams publicised and expounded the
concept of culture as a way of life. This concept ' now
enjoys a more or less canonical status as the founding
concept of cultural studies ' (Ben nett, 1998, p. I 0).
Williams Culture and Society, 1780 - 1959 (Williams,
1966) was first published in 1958 (as a Penguin book
in 196 1) and charts changes in the meaning of the key
word ·cu lture' for the period reviewed. In the text,
Wi 11 iams gives his much-quoted account of the
meanings of the word culture culminating in culture as
meaning 'a whole way of life, material, intellectual,
and spiritual' (Williams, 1966, p. 16). Williams was the
most prominent advocate of his time for this position
and his ideas have been influential in Australia and
Britain ever since.
Apart from overturning the Arnoldian, or selective
view of culture, Williams' view had widespread
influence in democratising the appreciation of the
culrure of all social groups and classes. At the global
level this view is reflected in current UNESCO
ideology and policy, as it has evolved since the 1970s.
ln Australia it is reflected in the Commonwealth's first
national cultural policy, Creative Nation (DOCA ,
1995).
T he 1970s Watershed
By the 1970s popular culture and broader concepts of
anthropological culture and popular culture derived
16

from Williams' work and the so-called ' Birmingham
School ' were responsible for toppling the old 'high'
culture from its pedestal. The universal standards of
modernism in planning and architecture were also
challenged by popular culture and more
communitarian values as they emerged in the 1960s
and 1970s. These ideas had an important impact on
planning in terms of the development of communiry
development philosophies and social planning
practices.
The social revolution of the 1970s expressed and was
itself an expression of more evolved ideas about
culture described as culturalism. They were also
perhaps a 'bridge' period in which competing ideas
about culture were current and emergent and broader
forms or categories of culture were integrated into
planning in an uneven fashion. At the same time, by the
late 1970s the formerly dominant rationalist and
positivist model of planning was being questioned and
attacked from within planning itself(Searle & Cardew,
2000). The claims of culture were asserted in a
segmented or ' niche' fashion through new ideas about
the value of community culture. In Australia,
Community Cultural Development (CCD) began to
emerge as a planning philosophy and practice related
to the development of communities through arts
practices. Participatory community arts projects began
to be undertaken in everyday places, seeking to involve
all groups in the community - indigenous groups,
migrant groups, women, men, children and the elderly.
The 1970s also saw a wave of innovation in relation to
the conservation of cultural and natural heritage. At the
international level, in 1978 the United Nations
Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organisation
(UNESCO), under the terms of the Convention
Con cerning the Protection of the World Cultural and
Natural Heritage, inscribed the Galapagos Islands as
the first property on the World Heritage List. ln
Australia the Commission of Inquiry into the National
Estate ( 1976), the Hope Inquiry, identified the
importance of heritage and recommended heritage
measures and legislation.
In particular, in NSW the Heritage Act ( 1977) and the
Environmental Planning and Assessment Act ( 1979)
represented an innovative framework for the
development of new planning activities and practices.
The concepts of heritage and of environmental
planning were given broad definitions by the
legislators. For example, environmental heritage was
defined in the Heritage Act 1977 as 'those buildings,
works, relics or places of historic, scientific, cultural,
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social , archaeological, architectural , natural or
aesthetic significance for the state of NSW' (Young,
1985, p. 8). Th is definition offered broad scope for the
accommodation of culture as ways of life, in society
and in history and to a limited extent this vision was
realised.
T he 1980s & 1990s - C ultural a nd Heritage
Discourse in Pla nning in Austra lia
In NSW, with the Heritage Acr and the Environmental
Planning and Assessment Act in place from the late
1970s, planning broadened out into a consideration of
the discursive realities that the new legis lation
permitted . For example, the 1980s saw the introduction
in NSW of a system of heritage studies based on multidisciplinary documentary and environmental research.
The goal was to reduce a cultural bias in heritage
assessment that split the tangible culture of buildings,
works and places from their context of intangible
cultural qualities. To remedy this, a heritage study
methodology was designed ' .. . to implement a holistic
enviro nmental philosophy for the human-adapted
environment ' (Young, 1984, p. I 1). Also in SW a
useful prototype for the integration of culture in
planning was developed in 199 1 as the first SW
Cultural Tourism Strategy (Young, 1991 ). The Strategy
promoted planning connectivity between departments
of state and a holistic concept of culture. including
Williams' culture as ' ways of life ', ' heritage' and 'the
arts' . Indigenous and non-indigenous cultural maps
were proposed for all local government areas in NSW,
as a means to determine this.
At the federa l leve l, the history of the early years of the
1990s in the context of culture is the history of the
publication of a number of key Commonwealth policy
documents and a subsequently influential model for
cultural mapping. In 1992 the Commonwealth
Department of Arts, Sport, Environment, Tourism and
Territories (DASETT) issued a discussion paper The
Role of the Commonwealth in Australia ~· Cultural
Development, which linked culture as an inte llectual
and artistic activity with culture as a whole way of life.
in the spirit of Williams:
The Government encourages and supports culture
in irs more specific sense (rhe practice and
appreciation of music. the visual arts, literature.
theatre. cinema. rhe preservation ofour his tot}' and
heritage) because of ifs fundamental importance to
culture in a broader sense - that is, because of its
importance to our whole way oflife (Bennett, 1998,
p. 89).
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In definin g culture as a whole way of Iife, the everyday
lives of a multicultural society in a ll of the ir diversity
were laid open to plann ing and interpre tation. Th i~
concept of culture enabled the culture and values that
inhered in working class lives, in indigeno us culture
and in residual centres to be taken into consideration
and valued as important. This concept of a way of l1 fc
was plura lised and extended into minorities
represented by ethnic. migrant, and gay and lesbian
communities. For example, in Sydney migrant culture
and the spaces of home (Thompson, 1993; Armstrong,
1994) have been the subject of collaborative studies
using focus g roups and phe nome nologica l and
herme neuti c theory sensitive enoug h to capture
neglected commun ity va lues.
Planning for indigenous culture in the postcolonia l
contex t of Australia has also achieved no ta ble
innovations especially in relation to understanding the
importance of variations in cultural meaning. Again, in
post-industria l planning, such as for Sydney llarbour,
planning l>tratcgies have sought to integrate regiona l
and loca l c ulture in the form of tradi tional and
contemporary ways of life, history, heritage. cultura l
meanings and cultural representations in the arts.
Additionally. postmodcrn theory in Australia and
elsewhere has provided new intcrprcti\ e categori c~ and
themes 111 the realm of strategic planning for marketing.
tounsm and heritage interpretation purposes.
The year 1994 was something of a high wate rmark for
Commonwealth cultural initiatives. lt saw the launch of
Australia 's first Nationa l Cultural Policy Creath•e
Nation and the in iti ation of a landmark c ultura l
mapping proj ect. Crearive Nation acce pted the
anthropologica l view of cu lture as a standard and
refe rred to Australian c ulture as ' the work of
Austra lians themselves through what they do in their
everyday lives, as communities and as individual:,
(whether it be as writers. workers in industry, fa rmer~.
parents or citizens)' (Bennctt, 1998, p. 89). The cultural
mapping project resulted in a publi shed gu ide.
Mapping Culrure A Guide for Culwral and Economic
De,·elopmenr in Communities (Clark. Sutherland &
Young. 1995) that operationalised Williams' concept of
culture as ways of life and defined itself a a planning
tOol for cultural and economic development. Based on
an ethical methodology it promoted the development
of themes to characterise the culture of an area and to
introduce perspectives from cultural theory and
postmodcrn interpretation.
In overall terms, the pilg rimage of heritage discourse in
planning since the 1970s in Australia has been an
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important cultural journey. This story conunences with
Australia lCOMOS' adoption or The Australia !COMOS
Charter .for the Conseri'Gtion of Places of Cultural
Sign!ficanc<'. (the 'Burra Charter'), in 1979, drawing on
the 1964 Charter of Venice. The · Burra Charter' was a
major influence in establishing a more consistent
process for preparing conservation plans, based on a
sequence of assessing cultural significance, developing
a conservation policy and strategy and implementing the
strategy. llowevcr. it was not until the 1990s that
conununity values and cultural diversity were accorded
a fuller place in heritage policy. The development of
indigenous cultural rights in Australia and the effects of
the ·Mabo' decision of the High Court on land rights,
however, qu ickened considerations of social value
across Australia (in 1992 the 'Mabo' decision of the
High Court of Australia recognised native title to land
and a process to enforce this). The decision had the
effect of deepening white perceptions of the holistic
nature of culture. including community attachments to
place, the importance of memory and stories and the
indissoluble links between Aboriginal and white culture,
manifest for example in the pastoral industry. lt also
suggests the importance of non-mainstream values in
influencing dominant cultural concepts, especially in the
area of variations in cultural meaning.
Culture and International G overna nce
Woven into the preceding history of the understanding
of culture in the period since the Second World War arc
the important layers of UNESCO philosophy and
documents on culture. its forms. social priorities and
uses. The United Nations founding Universal
Declaration of 1/umcm Rights occupies a key, catalytic
role here. This Declaration identified cu ltural rights as
defining rights or humanity and UN documents and
those of its agencies since then have consistently
promulgated the importance of culture and cultural
rights. These concepts are crystallised in a framework
of conventions and recommendations that continue to
evolve.
Throughout the period, UNESCO documents link
culture and human rights in an indissoluble fashion.
For example, despite its unwieldy and patronising title,
the Recommendation on Participation by the People at
Large in Cultural Life and their Contribution to it, of
197 6 rev ea Is an integrated phi losophy. The
Recommendation stresses:
the need to promote cultural rights as human rights
on the grounds that, ifcultural rights are recognised
as human rights. a government is duty bound to
establish the conditions required for the exercise of
18

1hese rights and to frame cultural policies for that
purpose (Young 1988, p. 30).
UNESCO's early normative struggles, based in
rhetoric, laid the foundations for later developments.
The concept of sustainability was integrated into
planning at the Earth Summit at Rio through its
Agenda 21 (United Nations, 1993) that nominated
local cultural awareness as the foundation for the
practical implementation ofsustainability strategies for
cultures and their environments. In the 1990s a number
of the strands of earlier thinking coalesced in the 1995
findings of the World Commission on Culture and
Development and its report, Our Creative Diversity
(WCC, 1995). The independent World Commission on
Culture (WCC) was established in 1992 by the United
Nations and its document represents the full flowering
of eulturalism at the level of international governance.
11 argues that cultural policy when considered as the
basis of development must be understood in the
broadest of terms. 1t should not only be sensitive to
culture but inspired by it. This inspiration includes
making better use of pluralism as a source of cohesion
in multi-ethnic societies (WCC, 1995).
Conclusion
The history of cultural concepts and planning is an
interesting one. In the broad pattern of its history, up
until the period after the Second World War, planning
in Australia and Britain tended to reflect a socially
dominant concept of culture. Following the bridge to
postmodernity that was laid down in the 1970s,
planning slowly began to represent the onset of new
cultural ideas, although it manifested a form of
conceptual schizophren ia in including these ideas
unevenly. More up to date ideas about culture were
influential on planning's perceived margins in the
sectors of social and 'cultural ' planning and the like. A
dominant or declining idea of culture was uppermost in
planning's 'mainstream', that related directly to land
and statutory processes and had a strong nexus with
power and capital.

ethical work related to culture to the point where it can
now be used to assist in defining the opportunities for
planning. However, a gap remains in the area of
creating supporting and enabling methodologies to
realise the conceptual vision and the outstanding
opportunities. Yet, the deeper implications of
cultural ism for planning continue to be realised as the
de-cultured approach of planning modernism is seen to
have failed the test of relevance in the face of the
ongoing expansion of the cultural economy (Scott,
2000) and the accelerating diversity of postmodern
communities. Perhaps, as in the 1970s, societies now
stand on the cusp of significant changes that may lead
to a more thoroughgoing integration of culture in all
socia l technologies, including the key beneficiary of
planning.
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Table I : Costs for consultants' plans

The cost of planning for reconstruction
PETER J. LARKHAM
Birmingham School of Planning and Housing, University of Central England,
Perry Barr, Birmingham, B42 2SU, UK.
E-mail: peter.larkham@ uce.ac.uk
Introduction
A rapidly-growing body of publications attests to the
historical s ignificance of the brief period of c. 19411952 to the development of concepts and techniques in
UK town planning (for example, Hasegawa, 1999;
Tiratsoo, 2000; Larkham, 2002; Pe ndlebury, 2003).
During this period of " reconstruction planning" there
were in the region of 250 examples of forma l
recons truction p lans, unpublished reports, third-party
comme nts and so o n (Larkharn a nd Lilley, 200 1, as
updated), and at least 93 place-specific reconstruction
planning exhibitio ns.
Recent estimates s uggest that some 45% of plans were
produced by consultants; indeed much of the literature
has focused on key plans by well-known consultants
(Jones. 1998; Lambert, 2000, and Larkham, 2004 on
Patrick Abercrombic alone, for example). It is often
s uggested that the consultants were expensive to
engage; but there has been no comparative work on this
and other costs of producing the reconstruction plans.
This short paper attempts to do so, together with
exploring the related costs of using in-house local
authority staff to prepare plans, which proves not to be
necessaril y a cheap option; and a lso of preparing plans
fo r publication as part of wider public consultation
exercises. The costs of planning turn out to have been
s urpris ingly high, dur ing a wartime and immediate
post-war period dominated by rationing, austerity, and
national financia l c rises.
The sources of information arc very diverse. Much has
been gleaned from news items in various contemporary
journals, principally the Architect and Building News
and The Builder. Such news items are very patchy in
their coverage, and may be incomplete in their detail,
since their source was the relevant consultant (who
might wish to maximise the sum appa rently paid, as a
bargaining tool for future commissions) and local
authorities (who equally might wish to minimise the
s um paid out). In a few cases, other archival sources for
individual architects o r planners have produced greater
details, including contracts, correspondence, or office
notebooks.
T he cost of cons ul tants
lt is sometimes suggested, explicitly o r implicitly, that
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consultants were expensive for local authorities to
employ (Lark ham and Lilley, 200 I, p. 3) and, therefore,
that their employment could be a result of other
processes, for example place-promotion and
competitio n (Larkham and Lilley, 2003). Their expense
is s hown in Table I. For better comparison,
consu ltan ts' fees have been converted to 2003
equi valents using the formu la developed for the UK
Office o f National Statistics by O'Donoghue et al.
(2004). This not o nl y aids o ur contemporary
comprehens ion, but also avoids the considerable
problem of inflation during the 1940s, whe n the great
majo rit y of these plans were commissioned. The data
provided by O'Donoghue et al. show that the
purchasing power of the pound in 1950 compared to
1940 was only 0.61. In comparison, the purchasing
power of the pound in 2003 compared to 1940 was a
mere 0.028.
There arc several interesting things about this Table.
First, there is a great variety in the fees, from £520 to
£6,000. The latter may be sl ightly anomalous, being the
fee offered to Dr C harles Holden for work on the South
Bank area in London prior to the 1951 Festival of
Britain; thus there was considerable urgency and a
fixed date whe reby the planning and the construction
needed to be complete; and it is also like ly that the fee
inc luded a compo ne nt for Holde n's architectural design
work. Even so, the fee to Aberc rombie for the C lyde
Valley plan was only £ I ,000 less, although this was
probably shared with Robert Ma tthew.
Secondly, fees paid to the same person could vary
considerably; from £520 for Abercrombie's firs t
estimate for the Warwick plan in 1945 to £840 for the
Plymouth plan in 1941, to £1,050 (I ,000 guineas) to
Abcrcrombic and his new business partner Richard
Nickson for Dover, and £I ,000 to Abercrombie, with
Clough Williams-EIIis and his partner Lionel Brett, for
Redditch. Thomas Sharp's fees also varied
significantly; although interestingly that for Exeter, his
second plan, was already I ,000 guineas; and most of
his plans during the 1940s were of around this level
except for the small towns ofTodmorden (about halt)
and Taunton (about three-quarters); while that for
Stockport was very s igni ficantly more, at £2,625.
Although Sharp rapidly esta blis hed a substantial
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Fee(£)

C ost as at 2003 prices

Location

Cons ultant

Date of contract

Plymouth

Aberc rombie

1941

840

28,073

City of Westminster

Davidge

1943

1,575

46,541

Clyde Valley

Abercrombie

194)2

5,000

147,750

Middlesbrough

Lock

1943

940

27,777

Norwich

Thompson, James, Pierce

1943 1

2,000

59, 100

Birkcnhead

Reilly, Asian

1944

I ,050

29, 106

Worces ter

Minoprio, Spencely

1944

670

18,572

Exete r

Sha rp

1944

1,050

29,106

Wa rwick

Aberc rombie, Nickson

1945

520; 3,2001 14, 190 79,200

Dover

Abercrombie, Nickson

1945

1,050

28,655

Todmorden

Sharp

1945"

525

14 ,327

Worthing

Cowles-Voysey

1946

2,625

68,014

South Bank area,
London

Holden

1947

6,000

148,500

Oxford

Sharp

1948'

2,625

61,950

Redditch

Abercrombie,
Williams-EIIis, Bren

1947

1.000

24.750

Taunton

Sharp

1948'

787

18,573

King's Lynn

Sharp

1948'

1. 102

26,007

Mine head

Sharp

1948

1,050

24,780

Salisbury

Sharp

1949'

1.050

23,76 1

Chicheste r

S harp

1949'

1.3 12

29,404

S tockport

S ha rp

1949

2,625

59,404

Bedford

Lock

1950

1,000'

21 ,670

Source: from announcements in various contemporary professional journal•: Sharp papers.

Univ~rs ity

of Newcastle upon Tyne.

Notes
I
2
3
4

5

For this ca lcul;uion sec O"Donoghuc et al., 2004, p. 18.
Payment for a 2-year contract.
The first figure represents Abercrombie"s first estimate. m 1945; the 'ccond h" fmal bill m 1947
Date of report publication. not of contract.
The total fee agreed by Bedford Council was £5.000; of thl,, Lock·, own fee "a~ £1.000

1'

reputation for these plans, there seem s little
incremental increase in fees charged through the period
commensurate with his increasing professional
standing. Oddly, the liule-known (in replanning terms
at least) Cowles-Voysey was offered the same sum for
replanning the centre of Worthing in 1946 that Sharp
received for Stockport in 1949; although, s uch was
inflation, that corrected to 2003 prices, Sha rp received
rather less in spending terms.
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Thirdl y, some consultants worked very closely with the
Borough Surveyor, Engineer or equivalent: and it may
be thought that the fee offered to the consultant might
be smaller in recognition of the input from the
authority's own staff. Certainly, Abercrombie's fee
from Plymouth was low re lative to many other plans:
yet the Dove r fee was, at I ,000 guineas, around the
standard (although, with inflation, worth little mo re
than Plymouth). In both cases Abe rc rombie worked
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closely with the local officers; indeed the Dover report
was presented to the Council in the sole name of the
Borough Engineer and urvcyor, P.V Marchant.
1t is known from some correspondence that the Town
Planning Institute had a set of standard fees, to which
many consultants adhered (for example Minoprio and
pencely for Worcester; Abercrombie for Warwick).
Unfortunately, the RTPI has been unable to provide any
details of this scheme. lt may, however, explain the
dominance of fees of£ I ,000 or I ,000 guineas (7 of the
22 examples in Table I).

A further possibility is that the fee, whether in the TPI
scheme or not, was linked to the size of the town. Table
2 compares fees with various features including
population and area; and with the town 's rateable value
(which may indicate ability to pay). For convenience,
these data were extracted from the Municipal Year
Book for 1945, which was the year when the largest
number of reconstruction plans appeared. However,
there is no discernible relationship between these
variables (Figure I). Large towns have offered small
fees (Plymouth ), while much smaller towns have
offered higher fees (Chichester).
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Comparison of consultants' fees
with physical characteristics of towns
Table 2 also shows a "plan cost index", aiming to show
a relationship between rateable value income and
consultants' fees. The bombed towns on this list were
offering fees at the low end of the cost plan index (note
that some plans may have been contracted early in the
war, immediately following bombing, when their
rateable income was substantially reduced). Unbombed
Worcester, however, shows a very simi lar index figure
to bombed Exeter. The similar figures for Chichester
and King's Lynn are exceptionally high, suggesting a
high fee in comparison to the limited resources of these
small towns; yet they were purchasing the services of
22

one of the most prolific plan-makers, Thomas Sharp,
who seemed to specialise in these smaller historic
towns. Paying the same fee to the same person,
Salisbury found him much more affordable; while
wealthy Oxford was easily able to pay two-and-a-half
times more. York is an exception here, as the known fee
covers only one of the two consultants (and was funded
by a local charity rather than directly by the Council).
Portsmouth is shown here for comparison, as the data
refer to a specific local authority employee (see
below).
Simply producing the plan was often not the end of the
consultant 's duties, nor of the fees charged. Sharp acted
as an expert witness in the public inquiry over
compu lsory purchase orders immediately following his
Exeter plan, for which his additional fee was£ 118110/(Minutes of the Special Committee on re-planning and
re-construction of the city, 1717/46; 20/8/46: County
Record Office). Likewise, Max Lock's fee for
appearing as an expert witness at the public inquiry for
the West Hartlepool Development Plan in 1950 was
£130/4/-; the Town Clerk wrote to Lock on 11 / 10/50
confirming his fee as 17 guineas per day inclusive of
hotel and out-of-pocket expenses. for the duration of
the inquiry plus not more than two days of preparation
(correspondence in the Max Lock Archive, University
of Westminster). At Dover, following approval of the
report presented by Marchant, Abercrombie and
Nickson were engaged as consultant architects for the
reconstruction of factory buildings, including
preparation of an outline plan for the industrial area of
the central precinct at a fee of200 guineas (and other
advisory duties at a fee of I % of the cost of any factory
erected). On 1611 /5 1 it was agreed to pay them
£I 06/1 5/- expenses in connection with this sketch
master plan (Dover Planning Committee Minutes, East
Kent Archive Centre).
The cost of in-house staff
1t is much more difficult to demonstrate the costs of
using in-house staff for the purpose of producing
reconstruction plans, since that was often only a small
portion of their duties.
Occasionally, specific staff were appointed. F.H.C.
Maunder ARIBA was appointed as City Planning
Officer and Reconstruction Architect to Portsmouth
City Council at an annual salary of £I ,250 (The
Builder, 1944, p. 42). Manchester Corporation
appointed 29 temporary planning assistants, at a cost
of at least £7,000 per year, to work on both the citywide and sub-regional plans produced by the City
Surveyor and Engineer, R. Nicholas (Architect &
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Table 2: Comparison of plan costs with size and financial resources of towns
Town

Population'

Area
(acres)

Ra tes 1

Rateable
Value(£)

Cost of
pla nJ (£)

Pla n cost
index•

68,801

5,152

12/-

626, 11 5

788

1.26

Birkenhead

147,946

8,598

13/6

1,000,684

1,050

1.05

Chichester

14,9 12

2,869

10/-

159,102

I ,312

8.25

Exeter

66,029

9,127

10/6

671,209

1,050

1.56

Kings Lynn

23,528

6,687

16/-

126, 194

1, 102

8.73

Midd lesbrough

139,900

7,205

14/-

757,564

Norwich

126,236

7,923

18/6

762, 115

2,000

2.64

Oxford

8,438

10/6

990,677

2,625

2.65

Plymouth

80,530
208,182

9,515

10/4

I ,569, 158

0.54

Portsmouth

252,42 1

9,223

13/6

1,678,067

840
2, 188•

Salisbury

26,456

2,845

11/-

262,754

1,050

4.00

Taunton

3 1,640

2,434

11 /6

236,937

787

3.32

Todmorden

22,222

12,790

14/3

11 3,834

525

4.6 1

Warwick

13,459

5,057

11 /4

106,060

520 3,200'

4.90 30. 17

Worcester

50,497

5,394

121-

407,278

1.64

York

84,813

6,456

15/-

676,912

670
420'

Bath

Source Mumctpal Year Book.

840 9,039s

1.11 11.93

1.30

0.62'

1945 for columns 2-5.

Notes
I MoMiy from 1931 Census. as there was no 1941 Censu;.
2 General rate;, te excluding special levies.
3 Stalfing co;,ts only. Although some publishing costs are known. th~; ,., for •o fc" to" n., thal thetr tnclu;ion would skew the;,e result;
Consultants' expenses are known in only a tiny minority of case>. \\IHI't oiTtce co;,t;, ctc an: J...nown tn detail only for the Mtddlesbrough
plan (sec Note 5).
4 The "plan cost index" is calculated as Plan cost/Rateable value x I000
5 The first figure is Lock·s fee; the second is the total cost inclusive of ofTicc ctc and report prtnting cost;,.
6 Annual salary of F.H.C. Maunder. the Council 's City Planning Officer & Rccon;.tructton Archttect. was£ I,250; employed 7/44 4/46,
so multiplied by 21 months.
7 Abcrcrombie's first estimate. in 1945. was "about £520"; his final btll, 111 February 1947. tncluding additional work agreed by the
Council, was £3,200.
8 Sum paid to Adshead: funded by Joseph Rowntree Village Trust, who also patd an unknown sum for C.W.C. Needham to work on rh•.,
plan.
9 If Ncedham was paid the same as Adshead (in fact he worked on the plan for longer. aficr Adshcad·s death) the final index \\Ottld be
1.24.
Building News, 1943, p. 139). In the following year, an
advertisement was published seeking temporary senior
assistants in the planning section of Manchester City
Surveyor 's Department, at an annua l salary of
£400- £600 per year plus cost-of-living adjustment of
c. £49 -£40, specifically to deal with proposals for the
reconstruction of built-up areas (Architect & Building
News, 1944, p. 8).

Even where a consultant was engaged, as has been
suggested, direct and indirect costs could fall upon the
authority. In Bath, for example, " While Abercrombie
laid down the framework of the plan, it is likely that
most of the detailed work was done by Mealand and
Planning History 2005

Owen!>, with a team of about 40 employees of the City
Council and other consultants" (Lambert, 2000, p.
182). In many cases. correspondence and contract
make it c lear that the authority was to provide maps,
plans. surveys, and sometimes even junior taff to
assist the consultant.
A ' third par ty' plan
A small number of plans were prepared by 'third
parties'. usually either individuals, or via loca l
newspaper campaigns. However there is one example
of a plan, published professionally in a format similar
to Sharp's plans. for which some financial information
survives. In the Introduction to the survey and plan for
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udbury and District, A full life in the country
(Jeremiah, 1949), there are details of the Sudbury and
District Planning Association. This was a voluntary
group; in 1944 subscriptions were fixed at a minimum
of 2s 6d although firms were invited to subscribe £1
per employee, and individuals I guinea. Sufficient was
raised in this district of about 25,000 people to allow
the employment of Keith Je re miah BA ARIBA AMTPI
as Planning OfTicer from November 1944.
"The re was at firs t no c lear idea about how much the
e nte rprise would cost, or how long it would take to
carry out. lt was the f irs t time s uch a thing had been
do ne; but a guess of 'one thousand pounds and one
year' was thought to be as good as a ny other. As events
proved, these cost and time factors were much underestimated ; the project, which included an exhibition in
addition to the original programme, actually took
nearly two yea rs and expenditure was over £2,000"
(Jeremiah, 1949, p. 14 ).
Although Jeremiah's salary would not have approached
the total figure there were other expenses including
renting a nd equipping a shop as the "planning centre"
- overall this figure is very close to some of the oneyea r £ I ,000 contracts awarded to some of the wellknown consultant planners.
T he cos t of publicatio n
The costs of publishing the final plans were very
va riable, but for a book-type publication were around
the £2-3,000 level (Table 3). Costs were complicated
by factors such as the need for high-quality paper,
coloured inks, changes in print runs, late amendments
to texts, and so on. For part of th is period at least,

printing mate rials were rationed. For example, in 1944
the Borough Surveyor of Wolverhampton noted that
"difficulty had arisen as to the supply of the necessary
paper, tha t a licence was required from a special
committee, and that upon application being made this
had been g uaranteed", although there was then a
further delay while the paper mill produced the paper
(Minutes of the Reconstruction Committee, 8/ 11 /44:
Wolve rhampto n Archives and Local Studies). Sharp's
Exeter plan s uffered more: Philp (of Academic Press)
wrote to Sharp on 24/9/46 that "we rave heard from the
Paper Control people at last and they, the brutes, have
scaled down our application to enough paper for a first
impress ion of abou t 8,000 cop ies only" (Sharp
correspondence, University of Newcastle upon Tyne).
The Bath report by Abercrombie and colleagues shows
a typical saga of production. The o riginal estimate,
from the publishers Pitman, was for £5,300; including
400 copies to be priced at £3/3/-, I 00 de luxe copies at
£I 0110/- and a second edition of 2,500-5,000 copies
priced at about£ 1/ 1/-. However, Pitman appear to have
withdrawn from this arrangement,' and a much altered
contract was drawn up with Cook, Hammond and Kell
for 3,000 copies at £3,000 (authorised by Committee
o n 10/44). However, there were cont~uing delays and
pro ble ms with paper; alterations to text meant that the
s ize of the volume grew, needing a~ditional paper, and
so o n ( Publication sub-committee report, 8/3/46; in NA
HLG 79/856).
The Dover solution also for an Abercrombie report was to publish a very limited editio n of I 00 copies.
Even this cost a surprising amount. On 17/2/47 Dover
Pla nning Commi ttee heard that costs of colo ur copies

Ta ble 4: Costs of Max Lock 's Middlesbrough plan
C os ts specifica lly a pp roved by C ommittee (£)
Consultant 's fee

940

940

StafT

3,816

3,4 15/2110

(illegible in MS)

200

133/ 1717

Travel & mate rials

985

1,087/9/4

Preparation for publication

160

70/9/6

Hire of furniture

100

nil (sec below)

Atmospheric survey

80

53/ 17/4

TOTAL

6,281 '

5,700/ 1617

Additional items
Orrice adaptations

385/ 19/6

Furn is hi ngs

45011 5/ 11

Rent & rates

151114/3

TOTAL SPEND

6,689/6/3

Source: manuscript chart for Middlesbrough Reconstruction Committee. drafl 1/4/45. Max Lock archove. Un iver:.11y ofWe:.tmon:.ter. MLA
17.4c.

Note
I

Lock's onginal estimated cost was £5.850.

of plans for the report would be £I 05 for I 00 copies:
of the text £50 for I 00 copies; and a royalty cha rge of
approximately £9 per I 00 copies for the maps. Four
mo nths later, on 17/4/47, the cost o f printing was
amended: the re po rt, including card cover and folder
for maps, would be £35/ 13/6; the maps would cost
£ 173. This was accepted, and the price f ixed at four
guineas. These were out of stock by I 0/ 5/48, when a
reprint of amended maps was o rdered at £ 102/ 10/(Dovcr Plan ning Comm ittee M inutes, East Kent
Arc hive Centre).

Ta ble 3: Publishing costs
C ost(£)

Nu m ber
of copies

Sale
price

?

1/-

18,960

5,000

2/-

68,225

5,000

10/-

C ost as at
2003 p rices (£)'

Town

Da te

Publisher

Great Yarmouth

1943

(Local Authority)

85

2,512

Wolverhampton

1944

(Local Authority)

684

Exete r

1945

Architectural Press

2,500

Bath

1945

Cook, Hammond & Kell

3,000

81,870

3,000

30/-

2,000

17/6

Birkenhead

1945

( Local Authority)

2,300

62,767

Dover

1947

(Local Authority)

217

5,371

100

Warwic k

1948

Architectural Press

3,000

70,800

3,000

12/6

Hartlepool

1948

(Local Authority)

1,669

39,388

2,000

15/-

£4/4/-

Source: from announcement> in various contemporary professional journals, and committee minutes in relevant local archives.

Note
For this calculat ion sec 0' Donoghue el al., 2004, p. 18.
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Ac tual s pe nd (£)

Overall, there fore , publication costs were no t
ins ignificant. A report on the Birkenhead plan in the
Liverpool Daily Post ( 1945) suggested that the cost
would be the equivale nt of a Id or 2d rate. Although, if
all copies were sold, the authority would usually recoup
some or all of its costs, few were profit-making,
especially when substantial numbers were given away
fo r review or publicity purposes.
Othe r cos ts
Even after fees and publication costs, there were yet
other costs associated with the replanning. However,
these are rarely found in any detail. They can be very
variable; as for Lock's work on Hartlepool, where the
incidental costs of the plan exhi bition was (at least)
£8 10, comprising a tow n centre model, £300; a contour
Pla nning Histo ry 2005

model of the district, £ I 00; detail models of 2 areas,
£I 00 each; and consultant's fees ''for the design of
build ings a nd the direction of the models", £2 10
(Nortltem Daily Mail, 1947). Many plans were
associated with public exhibitio ns of this type. Fees
also us ually excluded expenses. which commonly
included travel but could a lso include many other
ite ms. Charles Reilly 's 1944 contract wi th Birke nhead
provided for expenses including first-class travel fo r
Rcilly and third-c lass for his assistant Nairn As ia n
(contracl in Reill y pa pers, Un iversity of Liverpool).
Other incide ntal costs included, for example, rep lacing
o utdated Ordnance Sur vey s heets: on 15/9/50 Dover's
planning committee agreed to commission an aeria l
s urvey at £60, and prepare detailed plan beets for I 0
acres of the central reconstruction area at £13112 - per
acre. as the war damage had rendered the OS s heets so
out of date (Dover Planning Committee Minutes. East
Kent Archive Centre).
Lock's archive records in substantial detail the
estimated and actual costs of the Middlesbrough plan
(Table 4). The final expenditure o n the plan production
(excluding most publication and any exhibition costs)
was £6,689 (£ 182,543 at 2003 prices). This was a bo ut
14% higher than Lock's original estimate. Including
printing costs the total was £9,035, giving a
substantially highe r plan cost index (Table 2).
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For Abcrcrombie 's plan for Warwick, the costs were
even higher (Larkham, 2004). Although his original
estimate in mid-1945 was £520, this rose within
months to £I ,000, and the final bill in early 1947 was
for £3,200. This did include additional photography
and an architectural survey, all agreed with the relevant
Committee. Even so, given the small size of the town
and its limited financial resources, this leads to a
staggering plan cost index figure (Table 2). Publication
costs were a further £3,000.

Conclusions
This paper uses admittedly fragmentary evidence from
archives and contemporary publications to examine the
costs of reconstruction planning, a feature little
mentioned in earl ier coverage of reconstruction. These
costs were, c learly, high, especially if consultants were
employed; although the variations in costs do not seem
to be associated with the size and complexity of the
job, nor with the eminence or experience of the
consultant. The influence of the Town Planning
Institute's scale of fees on this variation is unknown;
and not all consultant planners were TPI members.
However, costs were also considerable even if in-house
staff were used. The scale of costs can be more readily
appreciated if they are represented in 2003 prices, and
if they are compared to the town's ability to pay as
measured by its rateable value income. The index thus
derived shows significant variation, with Warwick
outstanding in the scale of its payment in fees and
expenses, and in publication costs, relative to its size
and wealth.
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The editor, Keith Eggener of the University of
Missouri-Columbia, outlines his case in an admirably
direct introduction. He wants to trace the evolution or
architectura l history in the USA from one of
anecdotes, connoisseurship and jingoistic nationalism,
to a new condition shaped by interdisciplinary cultural
studies. As he shows, the very definition of
architecture has changed from rarefied, ' high art'
monuments created by individual geniuses, to
something that is better understood by multivalent and
deeper readings
heavily influenced by Michel
Foucault and discourse analysis - of our cultural
landscape as a whole. Diversity of topic and historical
method is now the name of the game, and the 24 essays
in this volume, all written since 1981 , provide a vivid
slice of current preoccupations within American
academia.

While most of the selected material focuses on
buildings, often on interiors and ideas about
domesticity, there is enough on urbanism and planning
history to make it a fascinating read for those in related
disciplines. Two standout and less well known essays,
both written in 1993, are by John Michael Vlach on the
morphology of Southern slave plantations, and Robert
Rydell on the racist, sexist and culturally patronising
undercurrents of the celebrated World's Columbian
Exposition in C hicago.
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This is an excellent book. It manages to avoid the usual
problems of ' primer' collections - especially the
feeling induced in the reader that they have heard it all
before and instead offers a lively and wide-ranging
account of American architectural and urban history
over the last 300 years.

Eggener adopts a literal starting point, defining his
subject area as anything relating to the built
environment within the present-day boundaries of the
USA. He then o rganises the materia l into 6
chronological sections with their own broad-brush
themes: indigenous and colonial architecture; postcolonial developments in the era up to the C ivil War;
post-bellum expansion; the emergence of the USA as a
major cultural force after the First World War; the
importation of European modernism in the mid-20'h
century, and subsequent postmodernist reaction; and,
finally, the contemporary American city.

This clearer understanding of the nature and scale of
the costs involved in producing reconstruction plans
allows us to reconsider the motives for the production
of so many plans by so many towns, damaged and
undamaged.
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Vlach deals rapidly with the issue of the ·Big House'
so that he can move on to the real stuff of his text: the
village layouts and everyday life of African-American
s laves. lie no1es that only a tiny percentage of
plantations were anything like the Gone with the Wind
stereotype, the majority being smaller units with 'onl y'
abou t 20-30 slaves working the land . Quite something,
given an estimate of2.5 million plantation slaves in the
USA in 1860. There were noticeable di rfe rences in
types of settlements between the main regional bases
(Virginia. the Carolinas and Louisiana). and their
landscapes were largely shaped by whichever was the
main cash crop (tobacco, cotton, rice or sugar). He is
fascinated by the ways in which African-American
culture was created and nurtured on these estates, and
notes the relative autonomy allowed to slaves in terms
of siting, designing and managing the villages that they
lived in, just so long as it happened out of sight of the
White slave-owners.
A similar concern with power imbalances in 19''century America emerges in Rydell 's sustained and
angry account of how Black and Coloured American:.
were denied a voice in the 'White City' (sic) exhibi tion
of 1893. Equa lly lamentable in his dissection of the
Chicago exh ib ition was the gender segregation
represented by The Woman's Building. designed by
America's f irst fema le architect of note, Sophia
ll ayden. And he barely keeps his coo l over the
subjugation of Eskimos, Nati ve Americans. African
tribes and Middle-Eastern peoples in the show. While
the presumption of ' Western· imperial superiority ran
through all of the 19'"-cenrury industrial showcases. it
took on a more explicit s patial arrangement in Chicago
in 1893 than it had previously.
Elsewhere in the book, a piece by John Stilgoe from
the early- 1980s analyses how the non-hierarchical and
conceptually endless rectangular grid-plan concei,ed
by William Penn for Philadelphia - heavily influenced
of course by others - created a rationalised urban
model that was later to be used to organise two-thirds
or the rural area of the USA during the era of
westwards expansion. Dell Upton ( 1986) is fascinating
on the social and spatial configuration of churches.
courthouses and plantation manors in eighteenthcentury Virginia, whereas Daniel Bluestone ( 1991)
offers an an ti -modernist readi ng of the profuse
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decoration in the 1880s Chicago skyscraper boom. He
secs it as a means to ennoble white-collar office labour,
and thus a symbolic reinforcement of the clean and
highly serviced interiors that now boasted sky-lit atria,
elevators. electric lighting. and bathrooms with
running hot-and-cold water. Mona Domosh, in an
essay from 1996, tracks the roles played by the two
successive department stores built by Alexander
Stewart in mid- 19'' century Manhattan in creating the
so-called 'Ladies Mile' on Broadway, thereby turning
middle-class women into peripatetic, constant
consumers.
As to the post-war era, Katharine Bristol ( 1992) does a
solid if perhaps predictable job in dismantling the
myths about the Pruitt-lgoe slab block estate in St
Louis. built in 1954 and famous ly demolished between
1972-76. Dcmonised in the press, and by Oscar
Newman (because it showed the need for 'defensible
space·) and Charles Jcncks (because it showed the
'death of modernism '), she carefully teases out the
misconceptions. The estate never actually won
architectural awards when built, as its detractors
claimed, and the flaws in the design were the result of
cost cutting in federal and local housing policy, not the
wishes of the architects; indeed Minoru Yamasaki
initially suggested a mixed development of high- and
low-rise blocks. The estate had 2,700 flats to house
15,000 people, a higher density than the slums that it
replaced. 1t immediately became exclusively a Black
ghetto, and because of post-war migration to Northern
cities, a shortage of tenants and loss of rent revenue
saw the estate spiral into decline, with appalling crime
and vandalism. Rather than a failure of design, or of
modernist architecture, Pruitt-lgoe was a sorry
indictment of the failure of economic and social
integration in post-war US cities.
In terms of criticisms of the book, its major weak spot
is that, a lthough Eggcner limits the geographical area
of study to the USA, there is nothing actually to say
that the chosen texts need to be written by Americans.
The fact that he has taken a curiously narrow
nationalist approach only creates problems. Some of
the best writings on American architecture and
urbanism arc by Europeans: Sigfried Giedion on
balloon-frame construction and the impact of
mechanisation; Rcyner Banham on Los Angeles
freeways, Buffalo grain silos and Californian desert
communities; Umberto Eco on Disneyland and the
Madonna Inn, Manfredo Tafuri on the capitalist
rationality of the 19''-century American city; and last,
but not least, Rem Koolhaas's brilliant critique of the
culture of congestion and hidden desires of New York.
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While these figures clearly wrote about the built
landscape of the USA from their own perspective, they
all enriched the debate in many ways. In there is to be
a future edition of this book, it really ought to include
non-Amcrican writers.
This might also help with another difficulty. It is a
painful fact that Eggencr's sixth and final section, on
the contemporary American city, is by far the weakest
as it stands. lt occupies only 27 pages out of a total of
432 pages, suggesting that the editor had maybe run
out of steam by this point. The essays in this section are
more familiar, and inc lude Michael Sorkin's
introduction to Variations on a Theme Park, which rails
against the incorporation into the US city of Disneyesquc and trash-TV techniques of cultural
superficial
homogenisat ion, survei llance and
simulation, as well as the rant by Mike Davis in City of
Quartz against the 'mi litarization' of public space in
Los Angeles, which bizarrely offers up Frank Gehry as
an anti-social demon.
Looking at these pieces by Sorkin and Davis, both
dating from 1992 and so influential at the time, they
now appear hysterical in all senses of the word. lt
probably helps to recall that they were written in a
condition of despair, after 12 long years of Republican
rule under Reagan and Bush the Elder, and during a
period of economic recession. Events since then, plus
global worries about Bush the Younger, might not have
made things too much happier, but alarmism about the
decline of American cities has certainly abated. If
anything, it is now the bland admonishments of 'New
Urbanism' that seem to be hold greater sway, for
reasons that cannot be gone into here.
These points, however, arc not to diminish the
achievement by Eggener in this 'primer'. It is well
worth reading, and the level of care and thought that
has gone into the selection of texts, excepting the final
section, is to be praised. With the trend towards wider
and more culturally complex readings of American
architecture and urbanism set likely to continue, the
book acts as a valuable staging post in charting the
transformation in the way that academics in the USA as well as on the other side of the Atlantic - view these
fascinating developments.
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